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Note 1: non-stock items may need to be ordered. These items are indicated in this guide by the special order symbol: 

Note 2: When measurements are approximate they will be preceded by the tilde character:  ~
SO
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Calving Chute
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Cattle Guards

Calf Tipping Chute
Improved side access
see page 19

Crowding Tubs
New Crowding Tub Design Option
see page 16
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see page 18
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• Item #1543 > see page 9
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HYDRAULIC PUMP OPTIONS
Choose the quiet hydraulic pump that best fits your operation; gas or electric. 
The 2 horsepower Electric Pump is set to pump 1.5 gallons/minute at 1000psi. The electric 
pump can be run on either 110 or, for best performance, 220 V. The 5.5 horsepower Gas 
Pump offers 10.6 gallons/minute at low pressure and 2.9 gallons/minute at high pressure. 
For more details contact our office toll free at 1-800-661-7002, or visit www.hi-hog.com

HYDRAULIC SQUEEZE CHUTE

* An optional squeeze trailer (item 1543) and an optional sternum bar (item 1554) are available for this item (see page 9)

• Pivot Controls let you work the chute and the animal freely

• Four hydraulic controls; head gate, tailgate, squeeze sides, plus 
one spare valve.

• Hydraulic locks on each circuit

• Factory set pressures (1200 psi)

• Parallel head gate yolk ensures equal pressure on the animal 
from the top of the head gate to the bottom.

• Heavy duty sheeted head gate and tail gate open to the full 
30.75” wide opening of the chute for low stress flow

• Floor door track designed for easy clean-out

• Head gate mounted with contact absorption springs

• Includes adjustable and removable neck extender.

• Further control head with chain and pigtail latches

• Quick access gravity latches can be operated with mitts on

• Primary gravity latches come with locks to ensure the latches 
remain closed

• All chutes come with two side exits

• Gently sloping sides support sides of your animal without 
affecting footing

• Both exits can be opened from one side of the chute

• Each side of the chute includes 7 access panels for unmatched 
access; 1 shoulder panel, 4 body panels and 2 foot access panels

• Foot and body access panels open flat against the chute body to 
maximize handler access. 

• Latches for the body access panels include locks and guards

• The interior of the bottom of the chute is sheeted with hot roll 
steel to deter climbing and remove foot traps

• Sheeted components are caulked for quiet, low stress operation

• Includes 26 grease zerks on each chute to ensure smooth 
operation year after year

• Hinge points are pre-greased with arctic grade grease for 
extreme weather use.

• Premium quality all weather control ropes 

• Durable Polyester Powder coat finish

FEATURES

Honda Gas Hydraulic Pump
Item № 1562

Electric Hydraulic Pump
Item № 1559two fold-up panels for full foot access

four fold-down panels for full side access
side exits, shoulder access, and neck access

Hydraulic Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute

Item №  with gas power pack 1566

Item №  with electric power pack 1556

Item №  with no power pack 1563

Outside Length 118-9/16”

Inside Length 99”

Outside Height 96-1/4”

Inside Clearance 72-1/2”

Base Width 40”

Inside Width - Full Width 33”

Inside Width - Narrow Width 12-1/2”

Weight with power pack 2,100 lbs

Hi-Hog's reliable, low-stress, parallel axis hydraulic squeeze chute is safe, easy to operate, and fully accessible.
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PARALLEL AXIS SQUEEZE CHUTE

Manual Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute

Item No. 1550 1551

Outside Length 108” 120”

Inside Length 96” 96”

Outside Height 85” 85”

Inside Clearance 72-1/2” 72-1/2”

Base Width 40” 40”

Inside Width - Full Width 32” 32”

Inside Width - Narrow Width 12” 12”

Weight 1,702 lbs 1,875 lbs

Access to animal
• Both sides come standard with exit gates

• The operator can open/close both side 
exits from their working side of the chute

• Each side exit includes four drop down 
body panels, two lift up foot panels and 
one shoulder/neck access panel

• All access gates can be locked closed

• Top access gates open and lay flat against 
the bottom half of the side exit for 
superior access. 

• An optional neck extender can be quickly 
attached to the chute.

• Latches can be opened/closed quickly 
and safely, even while wearing mitts.

Control of animal
• Parallel squeeze action keeps livestock 

centered and balanced in the chute

• The sides slope slightly to provide animal 
support without forcing the animal to 
narrow its footing. 

• Offset locking ratchets provide smooth 
continuous width adjustments from 32” 
down to 12” 

• The rear side drop down panel includes 
slots for those who wish to use a back-up 
bar

Flexible design
• Squeeze controls can be easily moved 

from one side of the chute to the other for 
left hand or right hand operation

• Sort three ways; left side exit, right side 
exit, or straight through the head gate

• The rear tailgate with built-in 
counterweight locks automatically in 
both the raised and lowered position. 
The tailgate includes a long responsive 
control rope so the herdsman can 
activate the tailgate while effectively 
working their livestock’s flight zone. 

Safe for livestock and operator
• The inside of the side panels are sheeted 

smooth at the bottom to prevent animals 
from climbing.

• To minimize animal stress all of the 
closed-in sheeted panels are caulked to 
absorb vibration and minimize noise.

• All gaps are designed to minimize the 
potential for livestock injury

• All access gates come with an additional 
slide latch to ensure the gates only open 
when you want them to

• Simple, refined design for smooth, 
reliable operation

• Heavy duty checker plate steel floor with 
large 1.25” square traction bars.

• Superior quality parts for a superior 
experience year after year

See pages 8 - 9 for information on the head 
gate and neck extender

Hi-Hog’s parallel axis 
squeeze chute combines 
outstanding design, 
materials and construction 
to create a safe, rugged, 
and easy to operate chute 
with outstanding access 
and control.

Where many manufactures cut corners, Hi-
Hog delivers superior quality for a superior 
user experience. We use premium 3/8” 
double braided nylon ropes, custom tooled 
tivar sheaves, easy to see high-grip handle 
covers and more. We encourage you to try a 
Hi-Hog squeeze for yourself to see and feel 
the difference. 

Headgate
open

Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute 
Item № 1550

Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute with Neck Extender
Item № 1551

Headgate
closed

Headgate
set to catch
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The sternum bar, item № 1554, encourages livestock to remain on their 
feet while standing in the cattle squeeze chute. 

Hi-Hog’s sternum bar pins into two floor mounted brackets secured to 
the floor of the cattle chute. This mounting method allows the sternum 
bar to be removed or installed quickly and easily when required. If you are 
adding this to a chute built prior to 2016 you will need to drill through the 
floor of your existing Hi-Hog chute to secure the floor mounted brackets 
(new chutes come with these holes pre-drilled).

To minimize the opportunity for livestock injury Hi-Hog’s sternum bar does 
not extend through the head gate opening.

While most squeeze trailers require the operator to 
manually lift and strain to connect the trailer to the 
squeeze chute, Hi-Hog’s trailer can remain connected 
to your vehicle at all times. To make transport easier the 
trailer is tapered at the back end to guide the trailer 
around the squeeze body. Once aligned, simply attach 
the steel cables to the lifting tabs on your Hi-Hog chute 
and use the included 2000 lb, auto-locking winch to 
lift the chute into position (If using trailer on a squeeze 
built prior to 2017 the included weld-on brackets must be 
installed). Secure your chute with two tie-down ratchet 
straps and your ready to go (tie-down straps not included). 

• 10 inches of clearance below the trailer 
• The hitch coupler will fit a 2” ball. 
• Long draw bar provides excellent flexibility for negotiating corners. 

Hi-Hog’s neck extender is linked directly to the self-catch head gate which allows 
the neck extender to be activated by the animal’s shoulders at the same time 
the animal contacts the self-catch head gate. This minimizes the risk of stressing 
or injuring livestock while allowing the animal to catch itself without a handler 
at the head gate. The head gate and the neck extender can be released forward 
or backward in one motion. When the neck extender is added to any product 
it limits the inward motion of the attached head gate. To avoid the possibility 
of hip-lock the head gate should be opened forward to allow animals to pass 
through.  If required four link pins can be quickly removed to allow free head 
gate movement. When setting the width of the neck extender ensure that it is set 
the same as head gate.

When the self-catch head gate is pushed into the chute to make an opening 
large enough for the head of the next animal but smaller than the shoulder 
width of the animal, the vertical bars of the neck extender are pivoted back to 
lie safely beside the vertical bars of the head gate. When the animal pushes 
the head gate forward with its shoulders the neck extender will, through the 
linkages, be extended away from the head gate to create a large safe zone for 
performing neck work. 

№ 1555 № 101Calving Head gate ~ № 110

№ 100

To minimize bruising the head 
gate is mounted to the squeeze 
body with shock-absorbing 
spring bolts

SELF CATCH HEAD GATE

Extra heavy duty timing chain 
for smooth dependable 
operation Auto-catch position is quickly 

and easily set with the simple 
limiter chain (shown in red 
for clarity). Simply push the 
head gate in to the width that 
you want and draw the chain 
in behind the head gate doors 
and latch the chain in the 
slotted lock bracket

Quick adjust plungers on the 
top and bottom of the head 
gate make it possible to adjust 
the head gate opening on the 
fly ( no tools required). You 
can set the head gate width 
between 5`` and 11``

The stanchion narrows above 
48” to minimize stock from 
swinging their heads up. This 
bottleneck design remains 
parallel below this height. This 
is done to minimize the risk 
of livestock chocking if the 
animal should kneel down in 
the squeeze chute

The head gate is operated with 
one simple handle. Push the 
handle in towards the squeeze 
and the head gate swings into 
the squeeze chute, set for the 
next animal. Push the handle 
forward (the direction out of 
the squeeze chute), and the 
head gate will open out

The head gate will swing in 
or out to the full width of the 
squeeze chute minimizing the 
risk of hip-lock

The stanchions include two 
safety guards just above the 
bottle neck. These guards 
protect the locking plates from 
being accidentally released by 
a horn

The lower chain is primarily 
available to help secure the 
head. The chain with pigtail 
chain retainers can be safely 
and easily set and released

Grease zerks on all hinge 
collars

The head gate is sheeted to 
protect livestock and focus 
their attention on the exit

NECK EXTENDER

SQUEEZE TRAILER

STERNUM BAR

Description № Weight (lbs)
Neck Extender 105 176

Description № Weight (lbs)
Squeeze Trailer 1543 662

Description № Weight (lbs)
Sternum Bar 1554 26

You can add a retro-fit head gate handle 
(item № 1555) to any Hi-Hog PA chute built 
prior January 2003. Installation of this handle 
will require some cutting and welding. This 
handle is the handle that comes with all 
new PA squeeze chutes. Call for instructions. 
For all other installations add the standard 
squeeze head gate cam handle (item № 101)

Description № Weight (lbs)
PA Squeeze self-catch head gate 100 295

Calving head gate 110 248

Retro-fit head gate handle 1555 8

PA Squeeze head gate handle (cam) 101 10

Parallel Axis self-catch head gate, Item № 100

Head gate handle sold 
separately
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Hi-Hog offers both a fixed width and an adjustable width palpation 
cage. Both cages include access gates on either side of the alley. 
These gates come with adjustable plunger latches for quick and 
secure latching. The gates can be swung in and latched securely 
across the entrance of the palpation cage to block cattle flow 
and provide safe vet access to the rear of the squeeze chute. The 
palpation cage frames have a width of 32”, an inside length of 33.5” 
and a height of 80”. The entry gates are 66” high.

For processing calves the bottom of the adjustable palpation cage 
side doors swing in and latch securely. When not in use the lower 
panels can be latched open with the included drop latch.

• Fixed Width Palpation Cage - № 80, 243 lbs

• Adjustable Width Palpation Cage - № 1560, 305 lbs

 

The Palpation And Sorting Section panel and P.A.S.S. gate can be 
integrated into your working alley to create an adjustable 4’ long 
alley section that can be used for handler/vet access or for sorting/
diverting animals out of the alley, or into another alley. 

Simply hang the P.A.S.S. panel or P.A.S.S. gate on our adjustable 
alley spreaders to create a fully adjustable alley section that can be 
adjusted in width from 32” down to 18”.

Because these items use the same connectors as our other system 
panels we can combine them freely to solve a wide range of design 
challenges.

• P.A.S.S. Gate - № 85, 122 lbs

• P.A.S.S. Panel- № 86, 95 lbs

Like the P.A.S.S. components described above we also offer a variety 
of 7’ sheeted panels. These items can be used in the same manner as 
the P.A.S.S. panel and P.A.S.S. gate. Simply hang these items on our 
adjustable alley spreaders to create a 7’ long alley section that you 
can sort/divert animals through. 

• 7’ Sheeted panel with access gate and sort gate, № 1370, 80" high 
frame, 66" high gates, 224 lbs 

• 7' Sheeted panel with large gate, № 1375, 80" high frame, 66" high 
gate, 208 lbs 

• 7' Sheeted panel with small sort gate, № 1380, 80" high frame, 66" 
high gate, 209 lbs 

• 7’ Sheeted panel - № 250, 66” high, 146 lbs

• 7’ Sheeted panel - № 251, 60” high, 128 lbs

№ 80 Curved system panels are connected to adjustable S-Alley spreaders to create an alley whose width can be adjusted from 32” down 
to 18”. While the S-Alley is created with curved panels, the actual alley travels in a straight line. The curved alley section made with 
items 180 and 190 is called an A-section, while the alley section created with items 1340 and 1350 is referred to as a B-section. The 
three section alley shown below is described as an A-B-A alley. A three section alley can also be made to be a B-A-B alley.  Each of the 
adjustable S-Alley Spreaders are also available with a sheeted rolling door. Optional walkways and an alley stop are also available. The 
first section of S-Alley is ~11’ long. Each additional S-Alley section adds another ~10’.

The curve of the U-Alley 
encourages excellent forward 
movement.

The two basic U-Alley sections 
cover either 45° (1402 + 1401) 
or 60° (190 + 1400) of a circle. 
By combining these alley 
components you can redirect your 
alley where you want to go. 

The length of the 45° is ~9’
The length of the 60° is ~12’

The inside radius of a U-Alley is 
approximately 10’. This compact 
system is most often used where 
physical space is limited. For best 
results the U-Alley should be set-
up on a firm level surface.

Alley spreaders are available with 
or without rolling doors. Walkways 
and alley stops are also available.

For more details visit:
www.hi-hog.com
or call toll-free 1-800-661-7002

190200 1230

1420

1430

1410

1410

1410

SAMPLE ADJUSTABLE S-ALLEY

SAMPLE ADJUSTABLE U-ALLEY

Hi-Hog’s working alleys can be set-up in a wide array of configurations. The panel heights are either 60” or 66” high. The alley sets up 
quickly and the pin connectors allow quick access to your stock in the event that a cow goes down in your alley. Please note that if your 
design differs from the samples shown below you may require different spreaders or system panels. If you would like help developing 
a design for your cattle facility please call toll-free 1-800-661-7002 and one of our experienced designers will be happy to prepare a 
complimentary scaled and itemized design drawing just for you.  

WORKING ALLEYS

1340

210

190
1400

14051405

1350

180190180 200

235
170

1560 1550

14001401

1401

1402

1402
190

1403

1403 1405

1405
60°

60°
45°

45°

170

9'
45º

12'
60º

18'
90º

21'
105º

33'
165º

30'
150º

27'
135º

24'
120º

48'
240º

45'
225º

42'
210º

36'
180º

Drawings of each of the 
U-Alley combinations 
are shown above. 
Beneath each drawing 
is the approximate 
length of the alley 
(measured in the center 
of the alley), and the 
change in the angle of 
flow of the alley.

Note: The first alley section should flow smoothly out of 
the tub. Livestock in the tub should be able to see clearly 
at least one full body length up the alley.

250 251

1375

PASS Gate, Item № 85

№ 80

№ 1560

PASS Panel, Item № 86

85

13801370

P.A.S.S. GATE & P.A.S.S PANEL

PALPATION CAGES

SORTING ALLEY SECTION

80” 66”

52.5”
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We have a range of sheeted straight alley panels that can be combined with U-Alley components to create a custom adjustable 
combination alley. Special transition spreaders are used at the junction between straight and curved alley sections. The alley spreaders 
are also available with a rolling door. Walkways and alley stops are also available. The U-Alley components should be installed on a firm 
flat surface. An adjustable straight alley section can be easily made by combining the sheeted straight panels with our S-Alley spreaders. 
(See Adjustable Combination Alley on pages 14-15)

A number of our standard alley panels can be combined with our fixed width alley spreaders to create a fixed 32” wide working alley. 
Curved sections are created using a 1402 on the inside of the alley and a 1440 on the outside of the alley. Each curved section will change 
the direction of travel by 45 degrees. Straight sections can be made by using any of our sheeted straight panels (4’, 7’, or 9’-3” in length). 
(see Non-Adjustable Combination Alley on pages 14-15)

250

1420

1435

1425

1435

1430

30

4037

20
20

265

40

240

202 201 201

240
203

240240

240

240

86

86

250

1380

240

240

240

203 203
241

170

170

1400

1402

241

190

251

1403

1405

255

245

245

1403
255

1403

1402

251

1402

275

1440

1440

1380
240
241

86

85

203

255

45º

275

45º

60º

240

1401

SAMPLE ADJUSTABLE COMBINATION ALLEY

SAMPLE NON-ADJUSTABLE COMBINATION ALLEY

A double alley can speed up the time it takes to 
fill the working alley. The double alley offers a 
large opening so cattle can locate and enter the 
alley quickly. Because cattle can travel through 
the alley with their herd mates at their sides 
they are more willing to enter the alley and less 
stressed because they are not isolated.

Special spreaders allow us to create a fixed-
width or an adjustable-width double alley for 
faster livestock processing.

Note: the items making up the single file alley 
are described on page 14

DOUBLE ALLEY

NON-ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE ALLEY

ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE ALLEY

SAMPLE DOUBLE ALLEYS
The sample double alleys shown below are fed through a Bud Box. Double alleys can 
however come off of a crowding tub or wider alley as well. For more information on Bud 
Box design visit the Bud Box section on the Hi-Hog website which can be found in the 
crowding tub section of the website.

207 208 20994

93

205 206

Parts unique to a Double Alley
Item Description Weight
201 Double 32” Alley Spreader - Fixed Width 106 lbs
202 Double 32” Alley Spreader w Sort Gate - Fixed Width 157 lbs
203 Double Alley - 6-Bar Open, 9’-3” Center Panel 108 lbs
205 32” alley end spreader with twin controls 275 lbs
206 32” alley interior spreader with twin controls 172 lbs
207 Double 32” Alley Spreader w Sort Gate - Adjustable Width 265 lbs
208 Double 32” Alley Spreader - Interior - Adjustable Width 213 lbs
209 Double 32” Alley Spreader - End - Adjustable Width 315 lbs
86 P.A.S.S. Panel 95 lbs
93 3’-10.5” to 4’-6” Sheeted Expanding Panel - Right Hand 182 lbs
94 3’-10.5” to 4’-6” Sheeted Expanding Panel - Left Hand 182 lbs

Bud Box A

Your Bud Box should be 
sized to hold the number 
of cattle that you can fit 
into your working alley.

Bud Box B

From 
crowding tub

From 
crowding 

tub
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№ 1405
10’ A1 Walkway

94 lbs
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Non-Adjustable 32” Alley Parts Adjustable U-Alley Parts

85 13801440 24086
2511402 241

1403265 255

40 30

245

37

14011400
1402190

1405 1403
1430
OR

1437

1420
OR

1427

1410
OR

1416

№ 85 
4’6” PASS

Gate
122 lbs

№ 1440
10’ Curved

Section
195 lbs

№ 1380 
7’ Alley

Sort Gate
209 lbs

№ 240
9’ 3” Alley

Panel
194 lbs

№ 251
7’ Alley
Panel

128 lbs

№ 241
9’ 3” Alley

Panel
177 lbs

№ 265
4’ Walkway

51 lbs

№ 1403
7’6” A1 Walkway

78 lbs

№ 255
7’ Walkway

76 lbs

№ 245
9’3” Walkway

93 lbs

№ 40 
32” Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable
with Rolling Door

172 lbs

№ 20
32” Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable
43 lbs

№ 30
32” Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable
with Swing Door

81 lbs

№ 1400* 
12’ U-Alley

Section
217 lbs

№ 1401*
9’ U-Alley
Section
162 lbs

№ 190
10’ S-Alley
A1 Section

197 lbs

№ 1402
7’6” U-Alley
A1 Section

140 lbs

№ 1405
10’ A1 Walkway

94 lbs

№ 1403
7’6” A1 Walkway

78 lbs

№ 1420 
Adj. U-Alley 

Spreader
Right Hand

275 lbs

№ 1410
Adj. U-Alley 

Spreader
Interior
185 lbs

№ 1430
Adj. U-Alley

Spreader
Left Hand

275 lbs

№ 1427
Adj. U-Alley

Spreader, Right 
with Rolling Door

338 lbs

№ 1416
Adj. U-Alley 

Spreader, Interior
with Rolling Door

431 lbs

№ 1437
Adj. U-Alley 

Spreader, Left
with Rolling Door

338 lbs

№ 250
7’ Sheeted
Alley Panel

146 lbs

№ 251
7’ Alley
Panel

128 lbs

№ 255
7’ Walkway

76 lbs

№ 210
Adj. S-Alley
Spreader

Right Hand
194 lbs

№ 1425
Adj. U-to-S

Alley Spreader
Right Hand

155 lbs

№ 1426
Adj. U-to-S Alley 
Spreader, Right

with Rolling Door
395 lbs

№ 86
4’6” PASS

Panel
95 lbs

№ 1400* 
12’ U-Alley

Section
217 lbs

№ 190
10’ S-Alley
A1 Section

197 lbs

20

№ 1402
7’6” U-Alley
A1 Section

140 lbs

SO

SO

SOSO SO SO

SO

№ 37
36” Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable
with Lift-up Gate

110 lbs

Adjustable Combination Alley Parts Adjustable S-Alley Parts Alternate Alley Parts

1801340
1901350

235 1405
1435
OR

1436

1230
OR

1235

1400 or 1401
190 or1402

240
241

245
200
OR
220

210
OR
215

1230
OR

1235

№ 1401*
9’ U-Alley
Section
162 lbs

№ 240
9’-3”Alley

Panel
194 lbs

№ 1402 
7’-6” U-Alley
A1 Section

140 lbs

№ 241
9’-3”Alley

Panel
177 lbs

№ 1403
7’6” A1 Walkway

78 lbs

№ 245
9’3” Walkway

93 lbs

№ 1435
Adj. U-to-S

Alley Spreader
Left Hand

155 lbs

№ 1230
Adj. S-Alley
Spreader
Left Hand

194 lbs

№ 1436
Adj. U-to-S Alley 

Spreader, Left
with Rolling Door

395 lbs

№ 1235
Ad S-Alley

Spreader, Left
with Rolling Door

304 lbs

№ 1340
10’ S-Alley
B Section
216 lbs

№ 180
10’ S-Alley
A Section
199 lbs

№ 1350
10’ S-Alley 
B1 Section

181 lbs

№ 190
10’ S-Alley
 A1 Section

197 lbs

№ 235
10’ B1 Walkway

106 lbs

№ 1405
10’ A1 Walkway

94 lbs

№ 210
Adj. S-Alley 
Spreader

Right Hand
194 lbs

№ 200
Adj. S-Alley 
Spreader
Interior
119 lbs

№ 1230
Adj. S-Alley
Spreader
Left Hand

194 lbs

№ 215
Adj. S-Alley

Spreader, Right 
with Rolling Door

304 lbs

№ 220
Adj. S-Alley

Spreader, Interior
with Rolling Door

363 lbs

№ 1235
Adj S-Alley

Spreader, Left
with Rolling Door

304 lbs

№ 59
18” Calf-Alley Spreader, 

Non-Adjustable
with Lift Gate

47 lbs

№ 1352
7’6” S-Alley
B1 Section

139 lbs

№ 3350
24” Steer-Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable
Primarily for rodeo use

38 lbs

№ 1342
7’6” S-Alley
B Section
165 lbs

№ 181
12’ S-Alley
A Section
237 lbs

№ 1341
12’ S-Alley
B Section
238 lbs

№ 170
Adjustable Alley Stop

45 lbs

№ 3360
24” Steer-Alley Spreader

Non-Adjustable with Gate
Primarily for rodeo use

80 lbs

OR

OR

OR

SOSO

SOSO

SOSO

*Re: items № 1400 and № 1401
Note: U-Alley system panels marked with an 
‘*’ will only connect to the outside of U-Alley 
spreaders. These panels hang on wheels rather 
than the standard connectors found on all our 
other system panels. 

Hi-Hog’s fixed width, 32” wide, rolling 
door is an extremely versatile option 
for any working alley. The door locks 
automatically when closed but can 
be released and opened quickly and 
easily from either side of the alley. 
Item № 40, 172 lbs.

ROLLING DOOR

№ 275
Walkway Transition

9.5 lbs

The Walkway Transition can be used 
to bridge the gap created between 
standard walkway components when an 
alley spreader is replaced with an alley 
spreader that includes a rolling door. 
Surface includes high grip finish.

№ 1375
7' Alley

Frame w Gate
208 lbs

12.5" 18"

SO

№ 215 
Adj. S-Alley

Spreader, Right
with Rolling Door

304 lbs

1405
or

1403

250
251

210
OR
215

255
1425
OR

1426

Special Order 
items are 
indicated with 
this symbol:
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NOTE: A #235 walkway can be hung on the outside of a curved tub panel. № 230
NOTE: The Overhead Tub Spreader and Pivot Gate come with a ground stake. The ground stakes can be ordered separately as Item № 271

230 270

270

230

Cattle Equipment Cattle Equipment

16 17

The funnel section can be created with either the 7’ load-out panel (№ 1370 shown) or 
a straight panel with a single gate (№ 1380) or simply a 7’ straight panel (№ 250). 

Further explanation, samples and installation instructions can be found at www.hi-hog.com

Funnel Crowding Tub: half circle tub with funnel extension
Size of Tub*

Item Description № Lbs
1/6 1/3 1/2

Pi
ec

es
 R

eq
ui

re
d 1 2 3 10’ Curved Tub Section 230 208

1 2 3 Overhead Tub Spreader 270 46

1 1 1 Tub Pivot Gate 280 442

1 1 1 7’ Straight Panel with Double Gates 1370 224

1 1 1 S-Alley B-Section - 66” high 1340 216

* Tub size based on portion of a full circle. A 3-section tub will make 1/2 of a circle

Half circle tub with 250 extension
Size of Tub*

Item Description № Lbs
1/6 1/3 1/2

Pi
ec

es
 R

eq
ui

re
d 1 2 3 10’ Curved Tub Section 230 208

1 2 3 Overhead Tub Spreader 270 46

1 1 1 Tub Pivot Gate 280 442

1 1 1 7’ Straight Panel 250 146

* Tub size based on portion of a full circle. A 3-section tub will make 1/2 of a circle

Half circle tub with 240 Extension
Size of Tub*

Item Description № Lbs
1/6 1/3 1/2

Pi
ec

es
 R

eq
ui

re
d 1 2 3 10’ Curved Tub Section 230 208

1 2 3 Overhead Tub Spreader 270 46

1 1 1 Tub Pivot Gate 280 442

1 1 1 9’-3” Straight Alley Panel 240 194

* Tub size based on portion of a full circle. A 3-section tub will make 1/2 of a circle

1/3 circle tub with reverse flow
Pieces Item Description № Lbs

2 10’ Curved Tub Section 230 208

2 Overhead Tub Spreader 270 46

1 Tub Pivot Gate 280 442

1 9’-3” Straight Alley Panel 240 194

230
270

280

13401370

230

230

270
270

230
270

280

230

230

270
270

250

230
270

230

230

270

270

230270 230
270

270

240

280

240

280

Ramp height
adjustment lever

The ramp height easily adjusts to provide loading 
heights from 12” to 51” with the assistance of the 
supplied adjusting lever. The lever also operates the 
optional draw-bar jack in the transport kit (№ 74). 
The extra heavy duty loading ramp quickly adjusts 
for secure loading from stock trailers to cattle liners. 

The loading chute is lined with 48” high sheet 
metal. This is a heavy duty solid steel loading chute. 
The loading ramp is made from 1/8” checker plate 
flooring with 1.25” square tubing traction bars 
mounted on 12” centers. For additional traction the 
ramp surface includes a high grip textured powder 
coat finish.

The livestock loading chute includes adjustable 
stabilizer legs to ensure your chute is level and 
stable on any terrain and to ensure your stock 
trailer is accurately aligned with the loading chute. 
The leading edge of the rear ramp pivots and the 
rear edge rests on the adjustable rear stabilizer 
plates.

An optional transport kit (item № 74) is available for 
ranchers who would like to use their loading chute 
at multiple sites. When its time to go the rear ramp 
lifts easily thanks to the addition of internal spring 
assistance.

The loading chute with transport kit (portable 
loading chute, № 75)) comes with a jack to assist 
with both setting the ramp height as well as leveling 
the chute. Because the loading chute remains level 
it will always line up squarely with both the lead-up 
alley and livestock trailer.

The rear of the loading chute is equipped with 
Hi-Hog’s standard connectors which allow you to 
attach any of Hi-Hog’s panels without the need for 
adapters.

Universal Loading Chute

Description № Weight (lbs)

Loading Chute Transport Kit 74 172

Portable Loading Chute 75 1500

Stationary Loading Chute 76 1379

Panel Hanger 77 12

Adjustable Rear Stabilizer Plates

Recommend removing transport 
kit, or securing loading chute in 
place, before loading or unloading 
animals.

Drop down
rear ramp

Panel Tie Down Loops to secure 
panels hung on optional panel 
hangers (item 77) 

Stationary Loading Chute, № 76

Panel Hanger, № 77

An optional panel hanger (item № 77) available 
for those who wish to transport panels with 
the portable loading chute (two required per 
side). The panels should be loaded and tied to 
the cattle loading chute to ensure the weight is 
balanced ahead of the axle. The maximum axle 
capacity is 3,196 lbs.

Portable Loading Chute, № 75

Front Stabilizer Plates

Return Tub - Crowding Tub based on a Bud Box
Pieces Item Description № Lbs

4 10’ Curved Tub Section 230 208

4 Overhead Tub Spreader 270 46

1 Tub Pivot Gate 280 442

1 6' High U-Frame 310-6 267

1 5' High x 8' Long Heavy Duty Gate with plunger latch 6651 108

230

270

310-6

280

6651

230

Length with transport kit 16'-7"

Length without transport kit 12'-6"

Inside width of chute 32"

Shipping height 8'-5"

Shipping width at base ~50"

Shipping width at chute body 36.5"*Two loading chutes can be shipped side-by-side

Transport Kit,  № 74

Minimum
Loading
Height

12”

Maximum
Loading
Height

51”

CROWDING TUBS UNIVERSAL LOADING CHUTES
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The versatile calving/trimming chute is very popular with vet 
clinics, 4-H’ers, and ranchers. You’ll have full access to both sides 
of your animal making it the perfect solution whether you’re 
calving heifers, grooming show cattle, or performing general 
animal treatments.

The calving chute comes with our rugged self-catch head gate 
which is based on the head gate found on our parallel axis squeeze 
chute and identical to the head gate on our calving enclosure. 

Split side panels provide control and access when and where you 
need it. And if you are preparing unbroken livestock for show you 
will appreciate the included heavy duty head tie-up bar. The tie up 
bar can also be purchased separately as Item № 126.

Connectors on each corner allow for easy integration with your 
Hi-Hog corrals.

For more information visit our website at: www.hi-hog.com.

. Centered self-catch head gate stanchions for unmatched animal access

. The two included ¼” x 48” chains come with quick links to allow you to 
anchor to any of the four split panels.

. Attach the chains end-to-end to lengthen the chain when required.

. Folding braces lock split panels in position for maximum control

. Remove the split panels and you have a 10’ x 10’ pen

. Rear frame with gate is only 7’ tall so it will fit in most barns

. Livestock aren’t tempted to test the heavy duty 66” high side panels

. The side panels extend 2’ beyond the head gate for superior stability

. Convenient handler gates on either side of the head gate

. Handler gates come equipped with self-locking plunger latches

Calving/Trimming Chute

Description № Weight (lbs)

Calving/Trimming Chute 125 850

Head Tie-up Bar 126 17

Calving Enclosure

Description № Weight (lbs)
Standard Calving Enclosure (complete) 1130 1110

Self-Catch Calving Head gate 110 248

 Front Enclosure Frame 1145 221

12’ Left Side Panel 1150 115

12’ Right Side Panel 1151 115

Split Panel - Top Left 1170 52

Split Panel - Top Right 1175 51

Split Panel - Bottom Left 1171 42

Split Panel - Bottom Right 1176 40

10’w x 7’h Calving Frame & Gate 1160 198

Folding Brace - 2 required 1180 15

Optional Skid Platform 1146 75 Plan View

CALVING ENCLOSURE

CALVING/TRIMMING CHUTE

Calving/trimming chute
Item № 125

1160

1151

1150

1145

110

1180

1180

1176

1171

1175

1170

Hi-Hog’s small animal tip chute is an ideal chute for handling stock 
such as calves and goats.

The self-catch, auto-return head gate is activated and locked by 
the animals themselves. This frees the operator to work more 
effectively from the flight zone of their stock. Working from behind 
the animal will minimize livestock stress and increase processing 
efficiency.

With your stock secured in the head gate the chute can be 
squeezed and tipped in one smooth motion. The adjustable width 
ensures you can set the chute to restrain and elevate your calves or 
goats (up to 450 lbs).

The 60” high creep panel is 
used to help separate calves 
from their mothers. The 
stanchions are wide enough 
(17.25” opening) for calves to 
step through to access feed 
while the cows are restricted 
to one side. 

The lift-up gate in frame is operated by 
rope allowing the handler to position 
themselves in the best location to 
effectively and efficiently move their 
stock. Connects with all Hi-Hog panels 
to make an 18" wide alley. Perfect for 
handling cattle and small animals.

• Head gate opens wide for easy 
release

• Fully reversible for left or right 
hand branding

• Squeeze and tip in one simple 
well balanced motion

• Adjustable bottom width to hold 
a variety of weights and stock

• Pin your alley directly to the 
included tailgate (stationary 
tailgate)

• Six independent spring loaded 
side access panels swing out of 
the way for safe fast access to 
the full length of your animal

• Removable foot panel swings 
up to provide clear access to the 
feet

• Equipped with convenient tie 
loops for securing legs

• Tailgate operates with a high 
quality rope and pulley system 
which frees operator movement

• Heavy duty all steel construction

• Quality fit and finish

• Chute can be locked in upright 
position

• Optional Add-on Hydraulic 
Tipping Kit (Item № 58) can 
be bolted directly to Hi-Hog's 
calf tipping chute with Neck 
Extender (item № 55). Valve and 
Pump are not included.

Small Animal / Calf Tipping Chute

Description № Weight (lbs)
Calf Tipping Chute  w Neck Extender 55 472

Optional Hydraulic Tipping Kit 58 36

Creep Feeder Panel

Description № Weight (lbs)
9’-11” Creep Feeder Panel 1490 81

Small Animal/Calf Alley lift-up gate

Description № Weight (lbs)
Calf Alley Spreader w Lift-up Gate 59 47

SMALL ANIMAL / CALF TIPPING CHUTE

CREEP FEEDER PANELCALF ALLEY SPREADER WITH LIFT-UP GATE

Item №. 58

Item № 1490Item № 59

Calf tipping chute with neck extender
Item № 55,

Shown with neck extender

Standard Calving Enclosure (complete),  Item № 1130

66”

80”

60 7/8”

20 1/2”

60”

119 3/16”

68”

17 1/4”
32 1/2"

46”

17 3/4”

1146 (optional)

SO

62"

54”

40”

40”

40”

66”

84”

10'

12'

10'
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280

230

270
1340

230
230

270
270

1380

40

1405

1400

190
1405

1405

1550

190

190

1400

1400

1560
1420

1410
1410

14301091x3

44'-3"

31'-4"

230

270

280

1091
1340

1235

1400
1400

1405
1405

255

1410
1435

250

1550

1560

230
230

270

270

251

190

1370

190
1420

1380

250

76

50'-11"

29'-8"

1340
1350

1560
1551

72''

7R

6'

HD

6'

856
836

867

846

1091

6'

836
1091

200

190

170

6'
H

D

6'
H

D

846

14'-1"

19
'-9

"

305
6851
314

401235

43'-9"

48HD

60"A1

66"A

180

60" B1

60"A1

66"A 190
180

66" B

1405 235
1405

60

A1

1402

66

1440

A

60

A
1

14
02

66

14
40

A

66"

66"

66"

66"

1556

86 85
40

1440
1402

1403

20

1440

1402

86

20240

240
203

240 240

201

86

201

203
240

40'-6"

31
'-0

"

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 3 - CW SAMPLE SYSTEM № 6 - CW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 7-CW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 42 - CCW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 9 - CCW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 10 - CW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 37 - CW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 24

Hundreds of systems to choose from

To illustrate the flexibility of Hi-Hog's working 
components we present several sample handling 
systems. All of these systems are built with 
standard Hi-Hog components.

All of these systems can be set up for clockwise 
(CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) crowding tubs.
Please note that the adjustable alley spreaders 
required for a clockwise system may vary from 
those required with a counter clockwise handling 
system.

To see more sample systems visit www.hi-hog.com 
For design assistance call 1-800-661-7002

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 17 - CCW SAMPLE SYSTEM № 39 - CW

SAMPLE SYSTEM № 50 - CW
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Planning Worksheet
Name:
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

1/8” = 1’-0”

QTY № Description
3 1091 71.25” high x 1.9” Diameter Post - 3-way

1 1230 Adjustable S-Alley Spreader - Left Hand

2 1340 Curved S-Alley Panel - 66” high - B

1 1350 Curved S-Alley Panel - 60” high - B1

1 1370 Straight Sheeted Panel - 80” long 66” high w double gate

1 1405 Walkway - Fits 190 & 1340

1 1551 Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute with Neck Extender

1 1560 Palpation Cage - Adjustable

1 180 Curved S-Alley Panel - 66” high - A

QTY № Description
1 190 Curved S-Alley Panel - 60” high - A1

1 200 S-Alley Adjustable Alley Spreader - Interior

1 210 S-Alley Adjustable Alley Spreader - Right Hand

3 230 Crowding Tub Curved Panel

1 235 Walkway - Fits 1350 & 180

3 270 Overhead Spreader for Crowding Tub

1 280 Pivot Gate and Overhead Spreader for Crowding Tub

1 40 Fixed Width Rolling Door - for 32” alley

1 170 Alley Stop

STANDARD STOCK HANDLING SYSTEM
Of the hundreds of possible handling system configurations 
that Hi-Hog can provide there is one design that our stocking 
dealers try to have on hand. This system is a highly efficient 
handling system that will meet the needs of most ranchers. 
Dealers stock this particular system as it is completely 
reversible. This means that the same parts can be assembled 
into either a clockwise or counter-clockwise handling system 
for left or right hand handling.  While this is a standard 
stocking system, it can still be easily modified. The 
drawings below show the four ways this set of 
parts can be assembled into an efficient 
handling system.
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While we can build a wide array of 
handling systems to meet your individual 
requirements our most popular handling 
systems include many of the key 
components included in this, our ultimate 
handling system. The key components 
found in this system refer to the three 
section funnel crowding tub, 21’ of 
S-Alley, and our parallel axis squeeze 
chute. Additionally this handling system 
includes a calf tipping table and loading 
chute. For improved animal control this 
system also includes two adjustable 
working alley spreaders which include a 
rolling door.

KEY № Descriptions
1 1551 PA Squeeze Chute with Neck Restraint

2 1091 Three Way connector - 6’ high

3 210 Adjustable S-Alley Spreader - Right Hand

4 85 PASS Gate

5 220 Adjustable S-Alley Spreader - Interior - with Door

6 1340 S-Alley Curved B-Section - 66” high

7 170 Alley Stop

8 1350 S-Alley Curved B1-Section - 60” high

9 200 Adjustable S-Alley Spreader - Interior 

10 180 S-Alley Curved A-Section - 66” high

11 76 Stationary Loading Chute

12 1380 7’ Straight Alley Panel - with Sort gate

13 190 S-Alley Curved A1-Section - 60” high

14 250 7’ Straight Alley Panel - 66” high

15 1235 Adjustable S-Alley Spreader - Left Hand - with Door

16 1370 7’ Straight Panel with Double Gate

17 280 Crowding Tub Pivot Gate  with Tub Spreader

18 230 10’ Curved Tub Section - 66” high

19 270 Overhead Tub Spreader 

20 846 12’w x 6’h Heavy Duty Panel 

21 847 12’w x 6’h Heavy Duty Panel with Man Gate

22 1744 10’ w x 6’h U-Spreader

23 836 10’w x 6’h Heavy Duty Panel

24 856 14’w x 6’h Heavy Duty Panel

25 866 16’w x 6’h Heavy Duty Panel

26 6751 10’w x 5’h Heavy Duty Gate with Medium Plunger Latch

27 312-6 12’w x 6’h U-Gate Frame

KEY № Descriptions
28 55 Calf Tipping Chute with Neck Extender

29 58 Optional Hydraulic Tipping Kit (not visible)

30 1554 Optional Sternum Bar for squeeze chute

31 1112 Panel-to-Panel Connector Link

32 235 Walkway for B1-Section - comes with 3 hangers

33 1405 Walkway for A1-Section - comes with 3 hangers

1

5

7

6

4

3

4

12

31

28

2

30

T H E O UTSTA NDIN G B R A N D
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The Ultimate Cattle Handling System
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Hi-Hog uses a common connector system in the design of its livestock handling equipment. This feature gives you exceptional freedom 
to combine Hi-Hog’s wide array of standard components to create a custom design that fits your unique ranching requirements.  

To help you develop the best design for your ranch we offer several free resources. A visit to www.hi-hog.com will give you access to a 
large gallery of sample handling systems and corrals. You will also find a helpful design guide that provides a comprehensive collection 
of design tips and considerations.  We even have a large assortment of learning resources with discussions on livestock behavior and 
cattle handling techniques. And lastly, we offer complimentary design assistance.

We have a friendly team of knowledgeable designers ready to help you develop the best livestock handling solution for your ranch. Our 
designers will work with you to get a clear understanding of what your goals and site conditions are for your new system. This will lay the 
foundation for developing a design solution that will fit your individual requirements. 

When you are happy with the design solution our design experts will provide you with an AutoCAD drawing of your new system.  Because 
the drawings are precisely prepared you can be confident that your Hi-Hog system will fit into your existing site.  The finished scaled 
drawings will be labeled with all the component item numbers so you will have an accurate list of the items you will require to complete 
the project. And, if you would like, we can even co-ordinate your order with your local Hi-Hog Equipment Dealer.

In addition to helping ranchers with the design of their cattle handling system we also develop designs for:

We look forward to helping you with your project.

CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICE

• Calving facilities
• Livestock Auction Yards
• Veterinary facilities
• Veterinary Education facilities
• Livestock inspection facilities and border stations

• Equine facilities
• Community pastures
• Bison handling facilities and corrals
• Rodeo, pleasure riding and ranching arena design
• Handling and feeding equipment for parks and zoos

PIN-TO-PIN DIMENSION GUIDE

SO

This page displays the pin-to-pin measurements on Hi-Hog's system components. You can use these measurements to estimate how 
much room you might need for your handling system. Please note that there is some play in each of the pin connections. Your handling 
system may be slightly longer or shorter. For a more accurate estimate please contact our help desk and we can prepare a scaled drawing 
based on your individual plans. Stock item numbers are RED. Non-stock items are shown in GREEN (Special Order -        )
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Simply lift the handle and push towards the spring loaded plunger latch 
to release (Plunger Latch sold separately). To close the gate just push 
the gate shut and it will lock automatically. Each gate model requires a 
specific lever latch (refer to the selection chart on your right). If ordering 
a gate with latch installed see the table on page 29 for the item number. 

WELD-ON 

STRIKER PLATE
Dimensions: 4”w x 4”h x 2”d 
The plate is 3/16” thick
Made to fit a 2-7/8" Dia. Post

BOLT-ON 

STRIKER PLATE
Dimensions: 
7-3/8”w x 4”h x 1-3/8”d 
Plate is 3/16” thick
7/16”diameter bolt holes

Fits this Gate № Weight 
(lbs)

Handy 1321 5.4

Corral 1322 6.6

Heavy Duty 4’ high 1323 5.8

Heavy Duty 5’ high 1324 7.7

Round Pen 1325 5.9

Model For Bolt Size Slot Width № Weight (lbs)

Medium 7/8” 1” 1648 2

Heavy 1-1/8” 1.5” 1650 2

Model For Bolt Size Slot Width № Weight (lbs)

Medium 7/8” 1” 1649 2

Heavy 1-1/8” 1.5” 1651 2

Model Bolt Size № Weight 
(lbs)

Medium 7/8” 1334 9

Heavy 1-1/8” 1333 18.5

HORSE-BACK LEVER LATCHES

STRIKER PLATES

SO

All gates are made with 60,000 psi high tensile 
North American steel.

 
Gate Dimensions
The actual gate length is 5” shorter than the 
length shown in the description. For example a 
gate described as a 10’ gate has an actual length 
of 9’-7” measured from the outside edges of the 
gate verticals (not including hinge collars). A 10’ 
gate is designed to fit a 10’ opening. The center 
of the top hinge is approximately 6” below the 
top of the gate vertical (with the gate mounted 
approximately 12" above grade).
            -     icon identifies Special Order Item

42” High Handy Gate - 5 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
4’ 500 33

6’ 510 46

8’ 520 58

10’ 530 68

12’ 540 81

14’ 550 91

16’ 560 111

18’ 7018 116

20’ 7020 136

48” High Corral Gate - 6 Bar 

Length № Weight (lbs)
4’ 570 51

6’ 580 68

8’ 590 86

10’ 600 100

12’ 610 117

14’ 620 132

16’ 630 149

18’ 7118 163

20’ 7120 180

48” High Heavy Duty Gate - 5 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
4’ 640 54

6’ 650 70

8’ 660 89

10’ 670 105

12’ 680 124

14’ 690 140

16’ 700 156

18’ 7218 175

20’ 7220 191

59.25” High Heavy Duty Gate - 6 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
4’ 645 62

6’ 655 81

8’ 665 105

10’ 675 124

12’ 685 147

14’ 695 166

16’ 705 186

18’ 7318 208

20’ 7320 228

Item Numbers and Availability of Gate Latch Options  (shaded items are special order)

Gate 
Length

Standard
Chain Medium Plunger Heavy Duty 

Plunger
Horse Back Lever 

Medium
Horse Back Lever 

Heavy Duty
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4’ 500 5001 - 5003 -

6’ 510 5101 - 5103 -

8’ 520 5201 - 5203 -

10’ 530 5301 - 5303 -

12’ 540 5401 - 5403 -

14’ 550 5501 - 5503 -

16’ 560 5601 - 5603 -

18’ 7018 - - - -

20’ 7020 - - - -

Co
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 4

8”
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h

4’ 570 5701 5702 5703 5704

6’ 580 5801 5802 5803 5804

8’ 590 5901 5902 5903 5904

10’ 600 6001 6002 6003 6004

12’ 610 6101 6102 6103 6104

14’ 620 6201 6202 6203 6204

16’ 630 6301 6302 6303 6304

18’ 7118 - - - -

20’ 7120 - - - -
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4’ 640 6401 6402 6403 6404

6’ 650 6501 6502 6503 6504

8’ 660 6601 6602 6603 6604

10’ 670 6701 6702 6703 6704

12’ 680 6801 6802 6803 6804

14’ 690 6901 6902 6903 6904

16’ 700 7001 7002 7003 7004

18’ 7218 - - - -

20’ 7220 - - - -
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5”
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h 4’ 645 6451 6452 6453 6454

6’ 655 6551 6552 6553 6554

8’ 665 6651 6652 6653 6654

10’ 675 6751 6752 6753 6754

12’ 685 6851 6852 6853 6854

14’ 695 6951 6952 6953 6954

16’ 705 7051 7052 7053 7054

18’ 7318 - - - -

20’ 7320 - - - -
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№ 670 № 675

№ 600

№ 530
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SO SO

9 3/8”
9 3/8”
9 3/8”
9 3/8”

9 3/8”
9 3/8”
9 3/8”
9 3/8”
9 3/8”

8 3/8”
8 3/8”
8 3/8”
8 3/8”

7 3/8”
7 3/8”
7 3/8”
7 3/8”

7 3/8”

60”
72”

54”

60”

36”
47”

Handy Gate Build

Designed for low pressure uses such as acreage 
gates. The handy gate is frequently used in tandem 
with Hi-Hog ‘s cattle guards. The tubing is 1 1/2″ OD 
16 gauge tubing. The outside verticals are coned to 
remove sharp edges. The horizontals are reinforced 
with 1.25” x 3/16” flat bar welded on alternating faces 
of the gate.

Each gate comes with two 13” x 3/4” All-thread 
hinges. The hinges are secured to the gate for 
shipping with a self drill screw. Each gate includes 
48” of 1/4” zinc plated chain and a no-slip chain 
latch. Note: the 16', 18' and 20' handy gates come 
with 13" x 1" All-thread hinge collars.

Corral Gate Build

The corral gate is designed for moderate pressure 
uses such as corral applications. The top, bottom, 
and end verticals are constructed of 1.9” OD, 
14 gauge tubing. The interior horizontals are 
constructed of 1.5” OD, 16 gauge tubing. The verticals 
are coned to remove sharp edges. The horizontals 
are reinforced with 1.25” x 3/16” flat bar welded on 
alternating faces of the gate.

Each gate comes with two 13” x 1” All-thread hinges. 
The hinges are secured to the gate for shipping with 
a self-drill screw. Each gate includes 48” of 1/4” zinc 
plated chain and a no-slip chain latch.

Heavy Duty Gate Build

The heavy duty  5 and 6 bar gates  are designed 
for heavy use. These gates are primarily used in 
livestock handling applications. Heavy duty gates are 
constructed of 1.9” OD 14 gauge tubing throughout. 
The end verticals are coned to remove sharp edges. 
The horizontals are reinforced with 1 1/2” OD 16 
gauge tubing.  Each of the vertical supports is coped 
to fit the horizontals.

Each gate comes with two 13” x 1” All-thread hinges 
on four inch collars. The hinges are secured to the 
gate for shipping with a self-drill screw. Each gate 
includes 48” of 1/4” zinc plated chain and a no-slip 
chain latch.

The drop latch is designed to be operated from horse back. A 4′ rod slides 
through tubing that is attached to the end of the gate at a 45 degree angle. This 
latch uses gravity and requires the operator to lift the latch for both opening and 
closing.

HORSE-BACK DROP LATCHES

Medium >

Heavy >

Model Bolt Size № Weight (lbs)

Medium 7/8” 1331 4

Heavy 1-1/8” 1330 6

PLUNGER LATCHESSTANDARD CHAIN LATCH
Unless specified by the 
customer, all Hi-Hog 
gates come complete 
with 48" of 1/4" chain 
as well as a simple 
chain latch. 

To latch pull the end of 
the chain through the 
hole in the latch and 
then slide the chain into 
the locking slot

The medium plunger latch works in most situations. The 
heavy latch is suitable for stockyard or bison systems.

9’-7”
10’ Opening

~6”
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Note: all weights are shown in pounds.

5 Bar

6 Bar

5’ High Handy Panel - 5 Bar & 6 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
10’ 720 59

12’ 730 70

10’ 726 67

12’ 736 81

5’ High Handy Panel - 5 Bar with Gate

Length № Weight (lbs)
10’ 710 91

5’ High Corral Panel - 6 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
6’ 750 51

8’ 760 66

10’ 770 78

12’ 780 93

14’ 790 105

16’ 800 120

6’ High Corral Panel - 7 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
- - -

8’ 766 77

10’ 776 91

12’ 786 109

14’ 796 123

16’ 806 141

5’ High Corral Panel - 6 Bar with Gate

Length № Weight (lbs)
6’ 751 83

8’ 761 95

10’ 771 110

12’ 781 122

14’ 791 137

16’ 801 152

5’ High Heavy Duty Panel - 6 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
6’ 810 69

8’ 820 87

10’ 830 104

12’ 840 123

14’ 850 141

16’ 860 160

5’h Heavy Duty Panel - 6 Bar w Gate

Length № Weight (lbs)
6’ 811 123

8’ 821 139

10’ 831 159

12’ 841 178

14’ 851 194

16’ 861 214

6’ High Heavy Duty Panel - 7 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)
6’ 816 82

8’ 826 103

10’ 836 123

12’ 846 146

14’ 856 167

16’ 866 191

5' high panel 5' high panel with gate 6' high panel
Co
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№ 770 № 771 № 776

№ 726 № 710
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9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/8”

9 3/8”

6 1/8”
6 1/8”
6 1/8”

9 3/8”

9 3/8”

6 1/8”
6 1/8”
6 1/8”

50” opening
84” high frame

Plunger Latch

9 3/8”

9 3/8”

6 1/8”
6 1/8”
6 1/8”

9 3/8”

9 3/4”

7”

9 3/4”

7”

7”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

7”

7”
7”

48” opening
84” high frame

Bolt Latch

9 3/4”

7”

9 3/4”

7”

7”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

40 1/2” opening

84” high frame

Bolt Latch

7 1/8”

10”

10”

7 1/8”
7 1/8”

All panels described here are made with 60,000 psi 
high tensile North American steel.

Heavy Duty Panels
Designed for use in heavy pressure areas such 
as working corrals and handling facilities. The 
narrow spacing of the four bottom bars provides 
excellent control over calves. Heavy Duty Panels 
are constructed with 1.9” OD, 14 gauge high tensile 
tubing and 1-1/2” OD, 16 gauge high tensile tubing.

Corral Panels
Designed for use in the construction of holding 
corrals. The narrow spacing of the four bottom 
bars provides excellent control over calves. Corral 
panels are constructed with 1-1/2” OD, 16 gauge 
high tensile tubing.

Handy Panels
Designed for low pressure areas. The light weight 
of the panels is attractive to individuals looking 
for a quality portable panel. Handy panels are 
constructed with 1-5/16” OD, 16 gauge. 

These connectors bolt to a 
post or wall and connect with 
a pin to the panel.

Connector posts are used at the junction of 
multiple panels as an option to the connector link.

1-1/2” x 3-1/2” x 3/16”

2”x 5” x 2-1/2”

6’ High Corral Panel - 7 Bar with Gate

Length № Weight (lbs)

6’ 757 92

8’ 767 105

10’ 777 123

12’ 787 137

14’ 797 155

16’ 807 173

6’h Heavy Duty Panel - 7 Bar w Gate

Length № Weight (lbs)

6’ 817 135

8’ 827 155

10’ 837 179

12’ 847 200

14’ 857 220

16’ 867 244

Style № Weight (lbs)

Horizontal 1111 0.8

Vertical 1110 0.8

№ Weight (lbs)

1112 0.5

Style O.D. Height № Lbs

4 way 1.5” 58” 1100 7

3 way 1.5” 58” 1090 7

4 way 1.9” 71.25” 1101 11

3 way 1.9” 71.25” 1091 11

Grade >

Plan View

Horizontal

Vertical

Elevation

Connector Links provide a 
simple and economical way 
to connect multiple panels at 
one connection. Use two links 
for each panel. 

If you are looking for some heavy duty posts for your next penning project you may wish to consider 
investing in the strength of steel. 2-7/8" diameter posts in 5’ and 6’ heights. Or, for high pressure, 4.5” 
diameter posts in 6’ heights. 5’ posts have a total length of 90” and 6’ post a total length of 114”.

2-7/8” AND 4-1/2” O.D. POSTS

WALL CONNECTORS6' high panel with gate

№ 837

№ 777

SO

SO

SO

SO
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SO

SO
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SO

9 3/8”

9 3/8”

6 1/8”
6 1/8”
6 1/8”

9 3/8”

50” opening84” high frame

Plunger Latch

9 3/4”

9 3/4”

7”

7”
7”

9 3/4”

48” opening
84” high frame

Bolt Latch

*High tensile steel tubing has better memory 
than standard tubing. When a standard tubing 
panel is hit it will bend and remain deformed. 
When a high tensile steel panel is hit it will bend 
and then return to its original shape. The higher 
the tensile strength the more likely the panel 
will retain its original shape. Hi-Hog uses 60,000 
psi high tensile tubing. Feel free to compare Hi-
Hog’s tensile strength with other brands.

Panel Sizes
The actual length of the panel is 1” less than 
the descriptive name. For example a panel that 
is described as 12’ long is actually 11’-11” long 
(this measurement is made from the outside 
edge of the panel connectors.)

 - Denotes Special Order Item

The 5 bar, 10’ Handy Panel is the most popular of our panels. This light weight 
utility panel with included pins makes a great portable panel. Easy to install and 
very durable. Terrific for low stress perimeter fencing, creating a temporary pen,  
or for securing a wellhead. We maintain a large stock of these gates. ( Item № 720 )

90”

5’ 114”
6’

71.25”
58”

CONNECTOR LINKS 4' CONNECTOR PIN

CONNECTOR POSTS

In the rare 
circumstance where 
you have two items 
that need to be 
connected but there 
is no pin available 
you can insert 
the connector pin 
through both the 
top and bottom 
connector link.

№ Weight (lbs)

1313 0.5

3/4" OD diameter x 48" 

Gate Posts>

60"

119"

9 1/4"
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30′ long free standing corral panels for your cattle, horse, or bison facility. This five rail 
portable livestock panel is constructed with 2-7/8″ OD, 0.217 wall tubing for the exterior 
rails and 2-3/8" OD for the interior rails. Each panel includes two sets of 24″ chain and a 
latch to quickly tie the portable corral panels together. Each end of the panel is equipped 
with a set of connector links which are set at a height which allows you to tie into any of 

Hi-Hogs standard panels. For greater 
stability the bases are bent to carry the 
loads out to the tips of the bases. The 
bases swivel and are removable for more 
efficient shipping.

The U-Frames are available in both 5' and 6' 
heights. See the tables on your right to see 
what size heavy duty gate to pair with your 
U-frame.

An excellent economical alternative to the 
traditional overhead bow gate 

A great option for those who do a lot of tractor 
work or for providing access for oversized 
vehicles such as oilfield service equipment

U-Frames offer a wider range of options over 
traditional bow gates. The U-Frame allows for 
alley widths up to 18’ and gate widths up to 16’

By removing the overhead frames you gain a 
clearer view of your facilities 

The heavy duty U-frame is built for strength 
and durability. The strength of the U-frame is 
secured in the 4.5” OD foundation tube

The 13” steel trussed hinge post provides 
superior strength to support the gate without 
deflection

The 13” trussed offset creates a safe zone 
where a handler can safely escape

The hinge post comes with sleeves designed 
to fit any of our standard corral or heavy duty 
gates with adjustable hinges so you can be 
assured you will always be able to adjust the 
level of your gate. 

Because the gate is a separate option it can be 
easily removed and/or replaced

Gates can be purchased with a chain latch or a 
7/8" plunger latch. The included striker plate is 
set at a height for use with Hi-Hog’s heavy duty 
gates. If you wish to use a corral gate with a 7/8" 
plunger latch you will need to purchase and 
mount an additional weld-on striker plate; № 
1648  (call for instructions) 

60” High U-Frame

Length № Weight (lbs)
8’ 308 218

10’ 310 248

12’ 312 278

14’ 314 308

16’ 316 338

18’ 318 368

U-Frame Extension Set

№ Height Weight (lbs)
305 12" 30

72” High U-Spreader

Length № Weight (lbs)
4’ 1741 77

6’ 1742 86

8’ 1743 95

10’ 1744 104

12’ 1745 113

14’ 1746 122

Note: The U-Frame will connect with any 
Hi-Hog panel. Be aware that the bottom 4.5” 
O.D. rail is intended to be buried below grade. 
If you are installing on top of a finished surface 
such as concrete this rail may present a hazard.

№ 312

SO

SO

SO

SO

U-FRAMES WITH GATES

60”h U-Frame HD Gate Pairing

Length № 5’ high
8’ 308 6’L - № 6501

10’ 310 8’L - № 6601

12’ 312 10’L - № 6701

14’ 314 12’L - № 6801

16’ 316 14’L - № 6901

18’ 318 16’L - № 7001

72”h U-Frame HD Gate Pairing

Length № 6’ high
8’ 308-6 6’L - № 6551

10’ 310-6 8’L - № 6651

12’ 312-6 10’L - № 6751

14’ 314-6 12’L - № 6851

16’ 316-6 14’L - № 6951

18’ 318-6 16’L - № 7051

№ 312 + № 6701

№ 312 + № 6751

№ 1745

Durable Construction. The posts and ground 
rail are built with heavy 2-3/8” OD .190 wall 
tubing. The posts are saddle welded to the 
ground rail and reinforced with 6” gussets 

All tubing has been capped to prevent 
water from entering the post, The cap also 
strengthens the tubing and provides a clean 
finish

U-SPREADERS

5’ High U-Frame with HD Gate

6’ High U-Frame & Gate combinations

Like the U-Frame, U-Spreaders allow you to fix the width of an alley without using posts-in-the-ground or overhead spreaders.  

The actual length of an overhead alley 
spreader is  9 1/4” longer than the 
descriptive name. For example a 12’ long 
overhead alley spreader is actually 12’-9 
1/4” long from the outside edge of the 
spreader connectors. The end posts come 
with three-way connections.

Frames with gates as well as overhead alley spreaders provide a non permanent solution for the rancher wishing to have a temporary 
corral. The common connector system allows you to integrate any of these items with any Hi-Hog panel. If you need the gate somewhere 
else simply un-pin it and move it to the new location.

The actual length of a frame & gate is 1” less than the descriptive name. For example a frame 
& gate that is described as 12’ long is actually 11’-11” long from the outside edge of the panel 
connectors.

      - Denotes Special Order Item

Handy Gate in 7’ High Frame

L Gate Ht № Wt (lbs)
4’ 60” 1540 49

Calving Encl. Gate in 7’ High Frame

L Gate Ht № Wt (lbs)
10’ 66” 1160 198

Heavy Duty Gate in 7’ High Frame

L Gate Ht № Wt (lbs)
4’ 60” 350 112

6’ 60” 352 140

4’ 71-1/4” 351 119

Corral Gate in 8’ High Frame

L Gate Ht № Wt (lbs)
8’ 60” 365 141

10’ 60” 375 162

12’ 60” 385 186

8’ 71-1/4” 366 152

10’ 71-1/4” 376 177

12’ 71-1/4” 386 201

Heavy Duty Gate in 8’ High Frame

L Gate Ht № Wt (lbs)
8’ 60” 360 183

10’ 60” 370 211

12’ 60” 380 243

6’ 71-1/4” 355 157

8’ 71-1/4” 361 197

10’ 71-1/4” 371 229

12’ 71-1/4” 381 265

Alley Spreader - 1 Piece Frame

L Frame Ht № Wt (lbs)
4’ 7’ 1660 74

8’ 8’ 1670 104

8’ 10’ 1680 116

10’ 8’ 1690 116

12’ 8’ 1720 128

Alley Spreader - 4 Piece Frame

L Frame Ht № Wt (lbs)
10’ 10’ 1700 147

10’ 12’ 1710 159

12’ 10’ 1730 159

12’ 12’ 1740 171
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Overhead Alley Spreaders

№ 350 № 351 № 1540 № 1160

№ 1690

№ 375 № 376№ 371№ 370

№ 1700
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9 3/8”
9 3/8”

9 3/8”

9 3/8”
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30’ FREE STANDING CORRAL PANELS

№ 8606

Note: This item is a non-stock item. Panels are unpainted.

30’ Free Standing Corral Panel

Length Height Width № Weight (lbs)
30’ 72” 48” 8606 904SO

FRAMES WITH GATES & OVERHEAD ALLEY SPREADERS

5’ High U-Frame

72” High U-Frame

Length № Weight (lbs)
8’ 308-6 237

10’ 310-6 267

12’ 312-6 297

14’ 314-6 327

16’ 316-6 357

18’ 318-6 387

№ 312-6
6’ High U-Frame

6’ High U-Spreader

SO

13"

12.25"

12.25"

11.25"

11"

12.375"

Item № 305
The optional item № 305 can be added to an 
existing 5' high U-frame to make a 6' high U-frame.
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BISON - HYDRAULIC SQUEEZE CHUTE
Full width opening, both front and back
Quick, safe access to all parts of your animal - both sides
Hydraulic locks on all circuits allow soft catch but positive lock
Can do everything from both sides
3-way sorting capabilities; front and two sides
Controls mounted on pivot to allow operation from best visibility and 
away from animal’s sight

Hydraulic Pump options (see page 5): 
 > Electric Pump 110 volts, 220 volts (Item № 2367)
 > Gasoline Pump (Item № 2369)
Hydraulic lift-up crash cage allows safe access to both sides of head
Note: the hydraulic lines shown on the control arm in the images below 
have been replaced by cables similar to our hydraulic cattle squeeze (see 
page 4)

Chinook Bison
Tompkins, SK

BISON HANDLING EQUIPMENT

BISON - 7’ HIGH GATES & PANELS

Do you need help designing your bison facilities? 

Feel free to contact us and one of our experienced designers 
will assist you. Hi-Hog’s system designers have worked with a 
wide range of clients from small bison ranches to large corporate 
operations and everything in between. Our designers have also 
helped create specialty facilities used by government agencies, 
parks and zoos. We would be happy to help you with your design. 

№ DESCRIPTION WEIGHT 
(LBS)

2367 Bison Hydraulic Squeeze Chute with Electric Pump 3700

2369 Bison Hydraulic Squeeze Chute with Gas Pump 3700

2195 Bison 3-Way Connector Post - 7’ high 25

2330 Bison Control Alley - Left Spreader with door 570

2295 Bison Control Alley - Gate in frame 465

2305 Bison Control Alley - Roof Panel 130

2315 Bison Control Alley - Adjustable Side Panel 280

2320 Bison Control Alley  - Right Spreader with door 570

2130 Bison 10’w x 7’h Sheeted Panel 425

2190 Bison 5’ wide Rolling Door 360

2196 Bison 4-Way Connector Post - 7’ high 28

2340 Bison Control Alley - Interior Spreader 570

70.5” High Heavy Duty Gate - 7 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)

4’ 2404 70

6’ 2406 93

8’ 2408 120

10’ 2410 143

12’ 2412 170

14’ 2414 192

16’ 2416 215

84” High Heavy Duty Panel - Sheeted

Length № Weight (lbs)

4’ 2100 143

6’ 2110 216

8’ 2120 277

10’ 2130 403

12’ 2140 475

14’ 2150 559

16’ 2160 631

8’ Frame with 84” high Gate - 7 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)

8’ x 8’ 2608 252

10’ x 8’ 2610 268

12’ x 8’ 2612 304

8’ Frame with 84” high Gate - Sheeted

8’ x 8’ 2508 425

10’ x 8’ 2510 515

12’ x 8’ 2512 600

84” High Heavy Duty Panel - 7 Bar

Length № Weight (lbs)

4’ 2105 70

6’ 2115 92

8’ 2125 122

10’ 2135 144

12’ 2145 175

14’ 2155 197

16’ 2165 220

43'-10"

* Item № 2196 and № 2340 are not 
used in the system displayed here.
Note: all items on this page 
are non stock and only 
available by special order

№ 2410 № 2135 № 2130 № 2510№ 2610

2315

21902190

2130

23202330

2305
2295

2195

2130

2130

2130

84”9 3/8”

2367

2195

2320

2190

2330

2295

2130

2315

2305

2130

2130

2190

2130

2367

84”10” 9 3/8”70 1/2" 96”

Hydraulic Bison Squeeze Chute with Electric Pump
Item № 2367

SO
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The Hurricane multi-bale feeder is a rugged two bale feeder. 
To assemble this feeder simply combine two 8’-5” straight 
Hurricane Feeder Panels with two 14’-8” straight Hurricane Feeder 
Panels. The panels pin together to create a rigid corner brace. 
Panels are 60” high. Stanchion width is ~ 13.5". 

The stanchions project in towards the bale to keep feed inside the 
feeder. This feeder has 30 feeding positions. This feeder can be 
extended by using an 8’ U-frame as a spreader (№ 1743). These 
panels can also be used as fence line feeder panels.

The Hurricane square bale feeder has an inside dimension of 
8'-11" x 5'-2". To assemble this feeder simply combine two 7'-2" 
straight Hurricane Feeder Panels (№ 1244) with two 10'-11” straight 
Hurricane Feeder Panels (№ 1248). The panels pin together to 
create a rigid corner brace. Panels are 60” high. Stanchion width is 
~ 13.5". 

The stanchions project in towards the bale to keep feed inside the 
feeder. This feeder has 22 feeding positions. These panels can also 
be used as fence line feeder panels.

Hurricane Square-Bale Feeder

№ Quantity Length Item Weight (lbs)
1244 2 7'-2" 136

1248 2 10'-11" 202

Hurricane Multi-Bale Feeder

№ Quantity Length Item Weight (lbs)
1245 2 8'-5" 157

1246 2 14'-8" 272

A double top rail provides additional strength. Tubing ends have been 
coned to eliminate sharp edges. Panels are 60”  high

Construction*: 1-1/2” OD, 14 ga. for the top rail. 1.9” OD, 12 ga for the 
two interior horizontals and 1.9 OD 14 ga. for the bottom horizontal and 
outside verticals. The slant bar stanchions are 1-5/16” OD, 0.125 wall.     
*The 16’ panel is built heavier.

Slantbar Feeder Panels

Length Feeding Positions № Weight (lbs)
6’ 4 970 103

8’ 5 980 138

10’ 6 990 166

12’ 8 1000 197

16’ 10 1010 300

Tombstone Feeder Panels

Length Feeding Positions № Weight (lbs)
7’ 2 1050 120

10’ 3 1060 180

12’ 4 1070 220

16’ 6 1080 285

The tombstone feeder provides improved access for horned animals 
such as cattle or bison, and is preferred for feeding horses because 
there is no top horizontal bar for the horses to wear their manes on. 

Construction: 2-3/8” OD, for the panel frame. 1.9” OD, 14 ga, for the 
tombstone hoops, and 1” OD, 14 ga. for the interior vertical inside the 
tombstone hoops. Panels are 49” high

SO

SO

SO SO

49 3/4"

60"
60"

You can combine tombstone feeder panels with 
tombstone round bale panels (item 954)

to create a tombstone multi-bale feeder -->

~12.5"~17"

56”

60”

60”

Bull Feeder Stock Feeder > Cattle, Bison, Horse

Cow/Calf FeederCow/Calf Feeder
Construction: The frames are 1” square tubing 0.100 wall. The 
stanchions are 1-5/16”, 0.125 wall. The bale saver stanchions project 
inwards to reduce feed waste. The stanchions are slanted diagonally to 
deter livestock from climbing into the feeder. The 20-3/4” high base is 
sheeted on the outside with 16 gauge sheet metal. Three sections bolt 
together to create a solid cow/calf feeder.  The Twister provides the best 
value for your dollar.

18 Feeding Positions
85.75” ID, 101.6 OD

Construction: The frames and stanchions are 1.9” OD, 14 gauge. The 
bale saver stanchions project inwards to reduce feed waste. The 22” 
high base is sheeted on the outside with 16 gauge sheet metal. Three 
sections pin together to create a solid bull feeder. 

15 Feeding Positions.
89.25” ID, 108” OD
17-3/16” stanchion opening width

Construction: 1.9” OD high tensile, 12 gauge tubing for the frame, and 
1.9” OD, 14 gauge for the hoops. Each of the hoops is filled with 1”OD 14 
gauge interior vertical.  Each corner and tombstone hoop is also braced. 
The 22” high base is sheeted on the outside with 16 gauge sheet metal. 
Three sections pin together to create a solid cow/bull feeder. This feeder 
is preferred by ranchers with horned livestock.
12 Feeding Positions
95.625 ID, 113.625 OD

Construction: The frames are 1.9” OD 14 gauge. The stanchions are 
1-1/2”, 14 ga. The bale saver stanchions project inwards to reduce feed 
waste. The 22” high base is sheeted on the outside with 16 gauge sheet 
metal. Three sections pin together to create a solid cow/calf feeder.

18 Feeding Positions
88.5 ID, 108” OD
14-1/8” stanchion opening width

~12.8"

~15.5" ~12.5"

TWISTER ROUND BALE FEEDER HURRICANE ROUND BALE FEEEDER

TORNADO ROUND BALE FEEDER TOMBSTONE ROUND BALE FEEDER

SLANTBAR FEEDER PANELS TOMBSTONE FEEDER PANELS

HURRICANE MULTI-BALE FEEDER HURRICANE SQUARE-BALE FEEDER

Tombstone Round Bale Feeder

№ Weight (lbs)
954 375

Tornado Round Bale Feeder

№ Weight (lbs)
923 355

Twister Round Bale Feeder

№ Weight (lbs)
961 326

Hurricane Round Bale Feeder

№ Weight (lbs)
913 357

60”
49 3/4"

~11.8"

~13.6"
~14"
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Hi-Hog’s wellhead fence panels are 41.5” in 
height. The panels are sloped to inhibit  livestock 
from pushing on the panel enclosure. 

The narrow spacing of the four horizontal bars 
deter stock from reaching through the panel to 
access feed on the other side.

These design elements ensure the panels see less 
livestock abuse than traditional panel enclosures. 
This translates to less livestock injury and less 
damage to your valuable equipment contained 
within the wellhead enclosure.

The simple pin connection ensures that an 
enclosure can be erected easily on uneven 
terrain. The only tool required would be a 
hammer to drive the ground stakes included on 
the connector frames.

The full height walk-through man-gate provides 
rapid unobstructed access for service crews on 
foot. If more access is required service crews can 
easily remove a panel and, in less than a minute, 
drive their truck onto the site. 

If the perimeter design requires adjustment, the 
modular panels and connecting system allows 
superior flexibility to reconfigure your enclosure.

Outstanding workmanship and finish ensure 
servicemen don’t need to worry about tearing 
their clothing on exposed edges or sharp 
protrusions. 

For unmatched durability each panel is 
manufactured from 1.5”, 16 ga. high tensile steel 
tubing (60,000 psi minimum) and for superior 
rigidity the gate frames are reinforced with 
gussets. All products are then given a powder 
coat, high visibility, paint finish. 

For efficient shipping and storage each piece is  
designed to stack neatly and tightly.

For small hazards such as guy wires, these panels offer an alternative to our standard wellhead 
fence system. Simply pin three panels around the hazard and if necessary stake them to the 
ground (ground stakes included).     
       

Guy Wire Cattle Guard

Description № Weight (lbs)

Sloped Panel 3977 29

Wellhead Fence

Panel Description № Weight (lbs)
5’ Well Fence Panel 3955 25

10’ Well Fence Panel 3950 48

10’ Well Fence Panel with Man Gate 3951 67

12' Well Fence Panel 3957 56

12' Well Fence Panel with Man Gate 3958 74

Well Fence Connector 3953 17

2’ Well Fence Outside Corner Panel 3954 24

2’ Well Fence Inside Corner Panel 3959 35

Walk Through
 Gate

Tubing is coned to ensure 
there are no sharp edges.

Connector design offers flexibility for set-up on uneven terrain.
The top connector removes the leg trap found on other enclosures

Protect your investment and lower your risk with
Hi-Hog’s heavy duty wellhead fencing. 

The cattle guard fence of choice for oilfield, pipeline and utility companies. 

Quick installation
No Tools Required

Includes sleeve
to display well 
identification

Item № 3950

Item № 3954 Item № 3951

WELLHEAD FENCING

GUY WIRE GUARDS

The three point hitch bale spear allows you to lift and move bales 
without dismounting from the tractor. This bale spear will fit on the  
3-point hitch of most category #1 & #2 tractors. 

The spear is made from heavy steel plate, 1” x 3” x 48”. The spear is 
equipped with 2 stabilizing prongs to prevent the bale from spinning. 
Adjust the height of the main spear with the provided chain.

Mounting Instructions:
Level the bucket to waist height
Suspend bale spear on bucket edge with mounting prong. Note: The 
mounting prong is designed to assist in mounting the spear, it is not 
designed to carry the weight of a bale
Hook your mounting chain to one of the chain loops on the mounting 
arm
Route the chain behind the bucket. The chain should travel over the top 
of the  bucket,  down under the spear and back over the top of the 
bucket and attach to the 
other mounting chain 
loop.
Use a chain binder to 
cinch the chain tight. 
Note: Chain & binder 
are not included.

The Nifty feed dispenser allows one person with a round bale handler 
or trailer style feeder, to load, transport and dispense grain, cake feed, 
pellets or supplements to livestock under range feeding conditions.

The 37 bushel capacity dispenser will help with winter and summer 
supplementing, pre-breeding conditioning, or extended pasture during 
drought conditions. The feeder dispenses feed at 15 foot intervals. 
The adjustable hopper opening allows you to control how much feed 
is dispensed with each rotation. The baffled interior permits mixing 
of supplements into  the feed. The Nifty feeder can deliver enough 
supplement for up to 250 head in a single trip.

The Nifty feed dispenser trailer provides an additional method for 
transporting and dispensing feed with your Nifty feed dispenser.

This heavy duty trailer has been designed to make it easy to load, 
transport and feed with your Nifty feed dispenser. In addition to its 
rugged welded design we’ve included outstanding fixtures to ensure 
these tasks can be performed safely and efficiently.

Includes:
• New 15” tires
• 2” lockable ball hitch
• Heavy cross tie chains

• 2000 lb winch with auto lock
• 2000 lb trailer jack

Mounting 
Prong Chain

Binder
Chain
Loop

Mounting
Chain

3-POINT HITCH BALE SPEAR BUCKET MOUNT BALE SPEAR

NIFTY FEED DISPENSER NIFTY FEED DISPENSER TRAILER

Nifty Feed Dispenser

№ Weight (lbs)
8965 730

Nifty Feed Dispenser Trailer

№ Weight (lbs)
8966 476

3-Point Hitch Bale Spear

№ Weight (lbs)
1580 101

Bucket Mount Bale Spear

№ Weight (lbs)
1600 94

Shipping Dimensions
Drum diameter: 60 9/16"
Drum width: 29 3/4"
Drum width with axle sleeves: 35 3/4"
(Shown with axle extensions attached)

Shipping Dimensions 
Length: 123 7/16"
Width:  70 11/16"
Height:  40 3/8"

This attachment can be mounted to all front end loader buckets. 
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Hi-Hog offers a variety of engineered cattle guard sizes and 
options. Our cattle guards come in full 96” (8’-0”) road lengths 
and *12', 16’, and 20’ road widths. All products are heavy duty 
and come with a hunter green powder coat finish. Engineered for 
4,250 KG/pair of wheels. 

The cattle guards are available in three styles as shown below. 
The cattle guards with no sills are usually set on concrete 
footings. The guards with single sills are our most popular style 
as footings are not needed. The double sill cattle guard 
is recommended for sites with soft ground conditions 
where the added sills spread the load and inhibit 
settling.

Cattle guards come standard with 42” high break-a-way posts 
that will accept our handy gates. For Hi-Hog’s 4’ high corral or 
heavy duty gates order with 48” h gate posts; item №  3525

(swing gates sold separately).
Cattle Guards

Road Width Road Length No. of Sills № Weight (lbs)
16’ 8’ None 3616 1863

20’ 8’ None 3620 2273

12' 8' Single 3812 1878

16’ 8’ Single 3816 2428

20’ 8’ Single 3820 2976

12' 8' Double 3912 2285

16’ 8’ Double 3916 2971

20’ 8’ Double 3920 3654

Cattle Guards Options

Description № Weight (lbs)
Set of Smooth Ride Bars for 8’ Road Length 3825 255

Replacement Break-a-way post for 42” h Gate 3526 35

Replacement Break-a-way post for 48” h Gate 3525 40

8'-0"

1'
-5

 1
/2

"
8 

7/
8"

1'-5 1/4"

8 5/8"

1'
-5

 1
/2

"

9 3/8"6 1/2"

< Double Floats

< Single Floats

< No Floats

Double Sills

Single Sills

No Sills

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

CATTLE GUARDS

PICNIC TABLES FIRE BOXES

Picnic Table Frames

Description № Weight (lbs)

Picnic Table Frame 8446 46

Hi-Hog picnic table frames are built to last which makes 
them ideal for parks, playgrounds, schools, or 
active backyards.

The angled bench support stops the table from 
tipping if there are people seated on one 
side only.

Hi-Hog’s handicap accessible, walk 
through picnic table frames are made from 
1.5” OD 14 gauge, minimum 60,000 psi high 
tensile steel tubing. The dark green powder coat 
finish compliments any wood stain you choose.

 (wood not included, Assembly Required). 

Designed and manufactured for heavy use and abuse at public campgrounds. 

The fire box includes a grill that swings safely out of the way to provide full access to the 
interior. 1  1/2" diameter air holes are cut around the perimeter of the base to 
allow superior airflow. The base plate includes 1/2" diameter holes to facilitate 
anchoring the fire box securely in location. 

The grill measures 18" x 18" and is made with 1/2" Round Bar. The overall 
footprint of the fire box, including the base plate, is 23" x 23", and the box is
12  1/2" high.

Additional designs and custom options are available. Call for more information.

5 AND 10 ROW BLEACHERS

Fire Boxes

Description № Weight (lbs)

Standard Fire Box 8972 54.3

Hi-Hog’s durable five and ten row bleacher 
frames are engineered (to meet BC, AB, and 
SK standards). 

Each bleacher section measures 16’ in length. 
If you require additional seating the bleacher 
frames can be attached end-to-end. 

If the bleachers are located on a soft surface 
such as grass, or if you may need to move 
the bleachers, you can add the optional skid 
frame to the base of the bleacher frame (as 
shown).

To allow for stairs the frame needs to be 
ordered for a left-hand or right-hand (as 
shown) set of stairs. Stairs must be located 
next to a hand rail. Because the parts you 
will need may vary based on your individual 
bleacher requirements please call our sales 
office so one of our experienced staff can 
prepare an itemized list of parts for your 
specific bleacher needs. 

A single 5-Row Bleacher assembly will seat 
approximately 53 people (42 people with 
stairs) and the 10-Row assembly will seat 
approximately 106 people (82 people with 
stairs).

The bleacher package includes steel frame and 
steel frame fasteners.  Install on a level surface. 
Bleachers should be properly anchored to 
resist wind loads.

This product is only available in Canada. 
Wood not included. Assembly Required

Support your sponsors or bring in some additional 
revenue by adding optional sign frames to the back of 
your bleacher frames. 

The sign frames are designed to easily attach to your 
bleacher frame. Simply bolt your 2' x 4' sign into the 
pre-drilled frame. Item № 8963

SO

SO

B
A

How you finish your table is up to you. If you are using standard lumber as 
shown in the two images shown above you can use the following sizes. 
Option A: Benches, two 2x6's per bench. Top, five 2x6's
Option B: Benches, one 2x12 per bench. Top, two 2x10's plus one 2x12
Recommended lumber length is 72"

Optional Sign Frame
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The Hi-Hog Roping Chute is built to PRCA and CPRA specifications. This 
durable chute, designed to handle both calves and steers, is manufactured 
using minimum 60,000 psi, high tensile steel tubing. The contoured 
sheeting used on the bottom 36” keep your stock facing forward with their 
legs and feet safely within the chute.

The spring loaded front release gate can be quickly and easily tripped 
from the operator’s seat mounted on top, from either side of the chute, 
or from horseback. The release gate springs open and locks securely to 
prevent the gate from swinging back and adversely spooking the animal. 
The bottom half of the release gate is sheeted to keep feet contained while 
the top half comes with horizontal rails to keep your stock facing and 
focused down the arena.

This chute comes equipped with quick access barrier gates on both 
sides. These gates provide excellent access for attaching neck ropes or 
horn wraps. The simple but solid gravity lock insures that you can work 
efficiently and still be confident that your stock are securely contained.
A handy operator access gate on the back left corner allows access to 
encourage stubborn stock to get into position to compete.

Stock flow can be easily controlled with the lift-up tailgate. Like the 
release gate, the tailgate can be operated from the operator’s seat 
mounted on top, or from either side of the chute, or from horseback.

BUCKING CHUTES

• durable powder coat finish
• spring loaded tivar lever latch for 

near frictionless release
• latch guard protects latch from 

accidental horn release
• large 51” wide walkway and no 

upper door track keep the back 

of the chutes clear for efficient 
handling behind the chutes

• Available by special order

For a complete description visit:
www.hi-hog.com

Roping / Dogging Chute

Description № Weight (lbs)
First Stage Dogging Chute 1200 550

Bucking Chute Components

Description Exit № Weight (lbs)
Lead Bucking Chute Left 1750 2,173

Add-On Bucking Chute Left 1751 1,642

End connecting frame Left 1752 39

Bucking Chute Corner Entry Left 1753 296

Lead Bucking Chute Right 1760 2,173

Add-On Bucking Chute Right 1761 1,642

End Connecting Frame Right 1762 39

Bucking Chute - Corner Entry Right 1763 296

Bucking Chute - Catwalk Stairs - 1770 88

5 Star Bucking Bulls, LLP
Sanborn, ND

ROPING CHUTES

DIAGONAL FEED STEER SORTING SYSTEM
Arrow sorting pens are critical to the success of rodeo events where 
competitors draw for their calf or steer. Neither the cowboys nor the 
audience want to wait while you struggle to cut a specific animal out of a 
pen full of livestock.

The arrow system makes it easy to load your stock into individual pens. 
Loading the correct draw is now as easy as opening the gate on the pen 
that holds the number you are looking for.

Each arrow set will hold four head. By extending the sort alley or mirroring the sort 
alley you can increase the number of pre-sort pens in multiples of four.

Diagonal Feed Steer Sorting System

Description № Weight (lbs)
Diagonal Feed Sorting Panel - Left Hand Entry 3340 255

Diagonal Feed Sorting Panel - Right Hand Entry 3341 255

24” Alley Spreader 3350 38

24” Alley Spreader with swing gate 3360 72

8’ long x 5’ high Heavy Duty Panel 820 87

12’ long x 5’ high Heavy Duty Panel 840 123

5'
R

5'

R

5'

R

5'

R

5'

R

5'

R

840

820 820

840

3360

3360

3360

3350

3341

3341 3340

3340

Right Hand Entry

3360

3360

820 820

820 820

820 820

820 820

Left Hand Entry

We can offer many preplanned 
rodeo arena designs. These designs 
however will not always satisfy 
your individual requirements. If 
this is the case give us a call and 
we will happily prepare a custom 
rodeo design to meet your specific 
requests.
If you need some inspiration you 
can find a number of sample 
designs on our website at www.

hi-hog.com. There you will find 
sample timed event arena’s, rough 
stock arena’s, combination rodeo 
arena’s,  penning, sorting and 
cutting arena’s and pleasure riding 
arena’s too. When you’re ready 
give us a call toll free at 1-800-661-
7002 and one of our designers can 
prepare a complimentary drawing 
based on your specific needs.

265'-3"

13
5'

358'-8"

18
0'

-4
"

51
'-3

"

ARENA DESIGN

Hi-Hog's bucking chutes deliver enhanced safety, reliability, and 
functionality. These are big, strong, lean and responsive chutes. Every 
detail has been refined to provide outstanding value. 

From foundation to finish this is a superior bucking chute. The strength 
begins with a solid skid frame foundation built with 4.5”OD tubing. The 
durability continues up into the rugged chute frame made with 3.5” OD 
tubing. You will find top quality materials throughout the design, from 10, 
11, and 14 gauge sheeting to our custom made architectural grade powder 
coat finish with UV inhibitors. This is no lightweight. At well over 2100 
pounds there are few chutes with this level of build quality.

Like the powerful bulls and broncs that we admire, this chute is 
both strong and agile. Great care has gone into the design to deliver 
outstanding functionality and highly responsive controls.

The offset hinges allow the release gate to swing back flat against the 
chutes. The hinges include custom-made grease-less tivar bushings for 
exceptionally smooth performance. Additionally the hinges have been set 
in a contoured frame to minimize hazardous projections, improving the 
safety and security of both stock and rider.
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Teepee Creek Stampede
Sexsmith, Alberta
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Over forty years of incremental design improvements have 
resulted in the refined and polished Standard Box stall of today; 
a simple design perfectly executed. 

The quality and condition of your stabling environment will 
affect the health and performance of your horse. Surround 
your horse with The Standard your horse desires and deserves. 
(Lumber not included)

Standard Stall Front - Comes with Feed Gate

Length Height Door № Weight (lbs)
10’ 7'-4" Right 1630 235

10’ 7'-4" Left 1631 235

12’ 7'-4" Right 1640 255

12’ 7'-4" Left 1641 255

Note: The stall front shown to your left is referred to as a Right Hand Stall Front 
because the door is located on the right side when you look at the front of the stalls 
from the alley. For  assistance laying out your stables visit the design section under horse 
products on the Hi-Hog website, or call us and we can prepare a scaled plan for you.

*add 24” for 12’ fronts
Item № 1630 116-1/8”

118-1/8”

STANDARD BOX STALL FRONT
Hi-Hog has supplied Canada’s equine community with 
outstanding box stalls for over forty years. Modular one piece 
durable welded frames make it easy to design and install 
solutions that meet your needs and budget.
We can help you with your horse barn design. Contact 
our sales office and one of our designers can prepare a 
complementary scaled and itemized plan of your horse barn. 
Toll Free 1-800-661-7002. A design guide is available in the 
horse section of the Hi-Hog website.

A solid welded 1.9” OD 14 gauge high tensile steel tubing 
frame ensures your stalls set up quickly and easily with 
minimum labor costs. The four foot door roles silently 
on custom contoured 4” nylon wheels. Door includes a 
large drop-down window. All our box stalls use a common 
connector system so you can easily integrate various stall 
fronts and partitions. The precision connector system creates 
a rigid stall system which is safer, quieter, and more durable

The stall front includes a corner feed gate for quick access to 
the stall from the safety of your alley. Two sets of clip rings 
can be found inside the stall front for hanging feed and water 
(by the feed gate & mid stall front)

Finished with a durable semi-gloss, powder coat finish 
The upper grills are made with 1” OD vertical bars set safely 
on 4” centers (maximum 3” opening). Frames are 7’ high 
(7’-4” including nylon door wheels). 1-1/2” channel excepts 
standard dimensional lumber

 (Lumber not included)

All-Plank Partitions are available in 10′ and 12′ lengths. The 
heavy duty 1.9″ OD, 14 gauge welded steel frame provides the 
safety and security that you demand.

Designed for quick installation. The partitions pin directly to 
the stall fronts. Channels are built into the frame to receive your 
lumber. Simply slide the lumber into the channel and secure the 
last board in place. Additional rigidity is achieved by tying each 
of the boards to the included strapping set (the vertical flat bar 
shown in the middle of the partition. The 10’ partition includes 
one strapping set and the 12’ partition includes two strapping 
sets. (Lumber not included)

Our open-top partitions are available in 10’ and 12’ lengths. The 
heavy duty 1.9” OD, 14 gauge steel frame provides the safety and 
security that you want for your horse. The vertical bars are set 
on 4” centers (3” opening). To finish assembly simply slide the 
lumber of your choice into the  integrated channels and bolt the 
last piece in place. (Lumber not included)

The open top partition will bring more light and better 
ventilation into the stall. Open top partitions are recommended  
for end stalls or where the neighboring horses are comfortable 
with each other.

Open Top Partition

Length Height № Weight (lbs)
10’ 7' 4210 168

12’ 7' 4212 197

All-Plank Partition

Length Height № Weight (lbs)
10’ 7' 4110 102

12’ 7' 4112 123

*add 24” for 12’ open top foaling partitions

*add 24” for 12’ open top partitions

4”x 6” wall plate 6”x 4” wall plate 3”x 5” wall plate

FOALING PARTITIONS

WALL BRACKET OPTIONSTHE HI-HOG DIFFERENCE

Item № 4210

Item № 4211

Vertical
№ 4061

Foaling
№ 4062

Offset
№ 4063

SO

SO

115-1/4”
117-1/4”

118-7/8”

*add 24” for 12’ all plank partitionsItem № 4110

118-7/8”
120-7/8”

OPEN-TOP PARTITION

ALL-PLANK PARTITION 

120-7/8”

Open Top Foaling Partition

Description № Weight
10’ Foaling Partition 4211 165 lbs

12’ Foaling Partition 4213 195 lbs

Foaling telepost 1638 53 lbs

Foaling spreader 1639 25 lbs

Foaling wall bracket 4062 1.7 lbs

Foaling Partitions are available in 10′ and 12′ lengths. The heavy duty 
1.9″ OD, 14 gauge steel frame provides the safety and security that 
you want for your horse.

The foaling partition is designed so that it can be unpinned from the 
fronts and either secured to the back wall of the barn, or completely 
removed, to make a larger foaling stall. To accomplish this you will 
require our foaling stall telepost between the stall fronts. The telepost 
is secured to the floor and either secured to the underside of the 
ceiling (minimum height 8’-1”, max height 14’) or with the addition of 
a horizontal adapter secured to the back wall (see section drawing below).

The pin connections are designed for both easy set up and a solid 
finished installation. Channels are built into the frame to receive your 
lumber. Simply slide the lumber into the channel and secure the last 
board in place. Designed for 2×6 planed dimensional lumber. 
(Lumber not included)

The space required for the 
telepost is slightly larger than 
required when using our 
standard partitions. If you are 
considering this option please 
call our designers and they 
will provide you with a scaled, 
labeled and dimensioned 
drawing of your barn proposal.

Note: for stalls 
set up as a 
stand-alone 
bank of stalls 
(not attached 
to the wall of 
the barn) you 
will require 
one 3-way 
connector post 
for each bank of 
stalls. 

Box Stall
3-Way
Connector Post
№ 1635

Custom length Partition

You can make your own custom length 
wood plank partition with Hi-Hog's Partition 
Channel Set (№ 4099) and Strapping set (№ 
4098). The partition channel set includes 
two types of steel channels. One channel 
is designed to fasten to a column or to the 
rear wall of the barn. The other channel is 
designed to go in between Hi-Hog's standard 
box stall fronts. Secure the planks with a set of 
partition straps. For partitions longer than 10' 
use two sets of partitions straps. 
(Lumber not included)

№ 4098

№ 4099

Partition Strapping Set

Height № Weight (lbs)
80" 4098 13

Partition Channel Set

Height № Weight (lbs)
80" 4099 50
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BOX STALL OPTIONS:

Standing Tie Stall Partitions, Item № 6115. The partitions are 10’ long. 
The front section is 7’ tall and the back section is 52” tall. Attach the front 
of the partition to the barn wall with two wall brackets (item № 4061 or 
4062 - see page 45). The rear of the partition comes standard with an 
adjustable telepost which lags to the barn floor and ceiling. The telepost 
ceiling bracket can be adjusted for ceiling heights from 8’ to 12’. 

Loops are mounted to the rear of the standing tie stall partitions for those 
horses that may require a rope or chain across the rear of the tie stall. 

The raised front portion of the panel comes with 16 gauge sheet metal. 
The bottom of the panel frame includes a channel ready to accept 
16 pieces of 2x8 x 47.5” lumber. Wood and wood fasteners are not 
included. 

Tie Stall Feed Manger, Item № 6113. The feed mangers come with 
brackets for mounting at the front to a wall and sleeved brackets on the 
side of the manger extend to attach to the side of the tie stall partitions 
or the barn side wall. The manger mounts between the tie stall partitions 
which will be on approximately 60” centers. A tether ring is mounted on 
the front of the feed manger. 8 cubic foot capacity. 

Need help planning 
your future stalls?

Visit our design center 
at www.hihog.com. 

Or, contact Hi-Hog toll 
free at 1-800-661-7002 
and one of our design 
staff can prepare a 
dimensioned drawing  
of your future stables.

• 50” high panels

• Folded length of 6’-9”

• Unfolded length of 13’-6”

• 1.5” OD steel construction

• Powder coat paint finish

• 3 legs per panel for stability

• One hand latching

• Extended latch securely locks two panels together 

• Sets up quickly, easily & securely

Tie Stalls

Description № Weight (lbs)

10’ Long Tie-Stall Partition 6115 155

Tie Stall Feed Manger 6113 86

Description № Weight (lbs)

Folding Portable Corral Panel 746 57

Optional 4-way Connector Post (not shown) 742 10.5

HAY MANGER
Wall Mount Hay Manger
Item № 4030, 20 lbs

CORNER FEEDER
Corner Feeder w Support Ring
Item № 4040, 14 lbs

BLANKET HANGER 
Horse Head Blanket Hanger
Item № 4329, 3 lbs

STANDING TIE STALLS AND TIE STALL MANGERS

PORTABLE HORSE CORRALS

For those who demand excellence, Hi-Hog’s powder 
coated portable horse stalls are designed for quick, 
hassle free installation, year after year.  The panels 
are light enough to handle and strong enough to 
endure multiple installations. Ideal for hosting an 
equine event. Hi-Hog portable stalls can be found at 
many of the countries most respected equine event 
facilities.

In addition to the standard 7’ high front with a full 
height door Hi-Hog also offers, by special order, a 3/4 
height swing door and a rolling door option. 8’ high 
options can also be ordered.

Hi-Hog’s portable horse stalls are the easiest in 
the industry to install. Our partition panels come 
with three-way connectors on one end. This design 
means that a bank of back-to-back stalls will only 
need one portable stall post, item № 4421. This 
makes installations a breeze.

Standard Stalls measure 10’ x 10’. Banks of back-to-
back stalls can be purchased with or without roofs. 
Roof tarps are designed for stall configurations with 
a minimum size of 20’ wide by 30’ long (6 stalls). 
For pricing please call toll free 1-800-661-7002.

The 6’ high Rocky Mountain sheeted round pen is designed for the equine 
enthusiast who wants the very best. To create a smooth and continuous 
‘round’ ring each panel is curved. Additionally the sides are tapered for 
superior protection of both horse and rider. The sheeting helps to keep 
your horse focused and safe. The ground should be prepared and leveled 
before installation. 

The Rocky Mountain round pen is simply without peer. This item is 
available by special order.

Designed specifically for the equine industry, Hi-Hog’s Parkland round 
pen panels represent the perfect balance of portability and strength. 

Both the panels and gates are 6’ high; the height recommended by 
professional trainers. Constructed with 60,000 psi high tensile 1.5” steel 
tubing for superior strength (Gate tubing is 1.5” OD, 16 ga. except for the 
gate frame which is 1.9” OD, 14 ga.). The panel design ensures there are 
no sharp edges by eliminating the use of flat bar and coning the ends on 
all end cut tubing.  Top connectors eliminate the leg trap gap between 
panels. Mud legs provide additional support and resistance against 
sinking in soft conditions. This is a stocked item. 

Rocky Mountain Round Pen

Description № Wt (lbs)
10’-9”w x 6’h panel 2930 203

7’w x 9’h frame w 6’h gate 2935 252

Parkland Round Pen

Description № Wt (lbs)
10’w x 6’h panel 2910 80

6’w x 9’-3” h frame w 6’h gate 2906 100

Outside Diameter № of Panels № of Gates
60’ 17 1

70’ - 2" 20 1

Description Inside Dia. № of Panels № of Gates

40’ ~38' 12 1

50’ ~47' 15 1

60’ (shown above) ~57' 18 1

70’ ~69' 22 1

Item № 4410, Limited StockItem № 4404, Limited Stock

PORTABLE EVENT STALLS

PARTITION PANEL

ROUND PENS

FULL HEIGHT SWING DOOR

Pima County Fair, Tucson, AZ

SO

SO

Portable Stalls

Description № Wt (lbs)

Standard 10’w x 7'h - front 4404 80

Standard 10'w x 7' h - partition 4410 100

12'w x 7'h - front 4423 220

12'w x 7'h - partition 4409 214

3-way Connector Post 4421 10

SO

SO

• Stalls come complete with high grade puck board for exceptional performance

• The panels are designed for safe and efficient installation 

Standing Tie Stall Partition
Item № 6115

Tie Stall Feed Manger
Item № 6113



Hi-Hog’s head office is located at
8447 - 23rd Avenue N.E., Calgary , AB

LOOKING FOR A HI-HOG DEALER?
WE ARE THRILLED TO HAVE HUNDREDS OF OUTSTANDING DEALERS 

REPRESENTING OUR PRODUCTS FROM COAST TO COAST.
TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER GIVE US A CALL AT:

1-800-661-7002
OR TRY OUR ONLINE DEALER LOCATOR AT:

www.hi-hog.com

You can send us a fax at 1-403-280-2441

JOIN THE CONVERSATION ON FACEBOOK AT:
facebook.com/HiHogLivestockEquipment

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AT:
twitter.com/HiHogRanchEquip

WWW.HI-HOG.COM
YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
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Hi-Hog sources superior 60,000 psi 
(minimum) high tensile steel tubing 
from North American mills. All 
painted products include a protective 
powder coat finish.

We would love to hear from you. 
Send your Hi-Hog pictures and stories to

salesinfo@hi-hog.com. 
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